SECTION 09 65 00 (09660) – RESILIENT FLOORING

PART 1 – MATERIAL

ALL FLOORING MATERIAL IS TO BE OWNER SUPPLIED THROUGH “CI SELECT FLOORING SOLUTIONS”, FORMERLY THE ENVIRONMENTALISTS. ALL CONTRACTORS NEED ONLY INCLUDE LABOR IN THEIR BASE BID. ALL INSTALLATION ADHESIVES AND SUNDRIES ARE TO BE INCLUDED IN LABOR PRICE. SUNDRIES INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO TRANSITIONS/REDUCERS, ETC. OWNER/CI FLOORING SOLUTIONS WILL HAVE FLOORING MATERIALS SHIPPED DIRECTLY TO INSTALLER. DELIVERY OF MATERIALS TO JOBSITE IS RESPONSIBILITY OF INSTALLER.

MATERIAL QUANTITIES MUST BE VERIFIED AND CONFIRMED BY BOTH CI FLOORING SOLUTIONS AND SUCCESSFUL INSTALLER PRIOR TO ORDERING. ANY MATERIALS NECESSARY AFTER QUANTITY CONFIRMATION WILL BE RESPONSIBILITY OF INSTALLER UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPROVED SCOPE CHANGE.

CI FLOORING SOLUTIONS CONTACT: ELLEN ZUCKER 314-909-1990

PART 2 – DESIGN GUIDELINES

Vinyl composition tile shall be standard in laboratories, lab corridors, office building corridors, storage rooms, file rooms, break room/kitchenettes/coffee areas.

Note: Specialty labs and high hazard labs shall be sheet vinyl or epoxy flooring. Reference those sections for additional information.

A. Vinyl composition tile shall be 12” X 12” X 1/8”, FS SS-t 312, Type IV, composition 1.

B. Rubber flooring shall be “Class 1 homogenous rubber tile or sheet goods, 1/8” thick.

C. Provide solid vinyl edge strips at all floor material transitions and where tile edge is exposed. Provide appropriate profile of 1/8” thick material. Edge strips shall be of same material and color as adjacent floor.

Adhesives and primers shall be as recommended by tile manufacturer. Reference Section 06010.

Accepted Rubber Manufacturers: Nora, Johnsonite, Endura

Part 3 – INSTALLATION

A. Tile pattern shall be centered within each room or space, so that cut tiles at perimeter and projections are a minimum of half tiles and equal at opposite sides.

B. Flooring contractor to provide a square foot unit price for skim coating all existing flooring substrate areas scheduled to receive vinyl composition flooring, rubber sheet and rubber tile flooring.

C. Moisture vapor emissions testing shall be required at all newly poured concrete floor areas.

D. Provide extra material (full size units), for Owner’s attic stock, equal to no less than ½ box to no more than 1 full box of tile for each type, composition, color and size. Additional boxes of remaining material shall be removed from the project site.

E. At the project completion, after acceptance of the flooring installation, the flooring installer shall remove from the project site all flooring scraps, trim and adhesives.
F. After flooring acceptance, the installer shall scrub the floor area, ready for waxing. Responsibility for waxing of the floor shall be reviewed on a per project basis with the WUSM project manager.

Small scale projects:
Typically, waxing of the floors shall be performed by the owner.

Larger scale projects:
Typically, the general contractor shall be responsible for the application of four (4) coats of wax. The wax shall be as manufactured by Spartan chemical Co, "upper limits" (owners preferred wax), or must be compatible with the above noted wax.

END OF SECTION